Skateboard Rack Resolution
Sponsor: Eric Summerlin, Chair of Elections
Co-Sponsor: Elliot Nirider, Representative

Observing that students use various boards (penny boards, long boards, razor scooter, etc.) as a means of transportation around campus but have no method of storage for them within major campus locations (WCC, IDEA Center, Admin Building),

Understanding skateboards are prone to rolling or falling over when leaned against a wall they cannot be considered safely stored, the instalment of a storage rack would be prevent common accidents,

Noting this would decrease the misplacement and or theft of boards on campus, which have been reported by multiple students,

Being that Austin College does not condone thievery of any level and holds the safety of all its students and staff in the highest priority,

Be it resolved that Student Assembly approves the purchase of one skateboard rack (either the Belson Wall Mounted Rack, or a Wall Mounted Longboard Rack) with the capacity for either four, or six at a time to be installed in the Wright Campus Center cafeteria in order to provide safety for all students and prevent theft.

Note: The medium end would be also be semi-permanent, leaving behind holes in the wall if ever removed. Cost of one rack (holds 4) is $209(Galvanized) and $249(powder coated) before shipping.

Note: The low end option would be also be semi-permanent, leaving behind holes in the wall if ever removed. Cost of one rack (holds 5) with shipping is $56.51. Installation costs not included.

Note: Link to items being purchased:

Medium end: http://www.belson.com/Skateboard-Wall-Mount-Rack
Low end: http://www.mylongboardrack.com/store/